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Instructions 

1. This paper consists of sections A and B with a total of fourteen (14) questions. 

2. Answer all questions in sections A and B. Each question in section A carries six (6) marks 

while each question in section B carries ten (10) marks. 

3. All necessary working and answers for each question must be shown clearly. 

4. Mathematical tables may be used. 

5. Cellular phones, calculators and any unauthorized materials are not allowed in the 

examination room. 

6. Write your Examination Number on every page of your answer sheet(s). 
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SECTIONA (60 Marks) 
Answer all questions in this section. 

1. (a) Find the greatest number that will divide 62, 78 and 109 leaving the reminders 2, 3 and 4 

respectively. 
(6) If the length of a square is increased by 20% while its width is decreased by 20% to form a 

rectangle. What is the ratio of the area of the rectangle to the area of the square? Write your 

answer in its simplest form. 

(c) For the given number 0.0000923, write down the first significant figure. Explain your 

answer. 

or2 -(a +bvc findthe values of ", b, C and " 2. 

b) Calculate the value of x in the following equations: 

216 
4175 

256 

(1024) 

(i) log, v8-x =1-log,x 

3. (a) In a certain town, 85% of people speak Swahili, 40% speak English and 20% speak Hindi. Also 
32% speak Swahili and English, 13% speak Swahili and Hindi and 10% speak English 
and Hindi. Draw a Venn diagram to represent the above information and find the 

percentage of people who can speak all the three languages. 

(b) XYZ Company wants to start a food outlet in Pakistan. There is a 40% and 60% chance of 

stating it in Hyderabad and Karachi respectively. If the outlet is started in Hyderabad there is 

30% chance hat it will be in Saddar and 70% chance that it will be in defense area. If it is 
started in Karachi there is 50%% chance that it will be in defense, 30% in Clifton and 20% in 
Pechs. Determine the probability of starting the outlet in: () Saddar (i) Defense area (ii) 
Clifton given that the outlet is started in Karachi. 

4. (a) The median of a triangle is the line from any vertex to the midpoint of the opposite 
side. Triangle ABC has vertieces A (-2,), B - (3,2), and C = (2,-3). 
)What is the length of the median from B to AC? 

(ii) Find the equation of this median. 
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6) The diagram below shows a scalene triangle, ABC, with vectors AB = a, and AC=2b. The 

point D is positioned on the line BC such that BD: DC=3:2. The point E is positioned on the 

line AD such that AE: ED-1:2. Find an expression for the vector AE in terms of 'a' and 'b'. 

B 

2b 

5. (a) Write down any four geometrical properties of a rhombus 

(6) Here is a description of a quadrilateral: it has four right angles, it has two lines of symmetry, 

and it has rotational symmetry of order 2. Write down the mathematical name of this 

quadrilateral. 

(c)The diagram shows a badge, made of thin sheet metal consisting of two semi-circular pieces 
centres B and C each of radius x cm. They are attached to each other by a rectangular piece of 

thin sheet metal ABCD, such that AB and CD are the radii of the semi-circular pieces and AD 

BC=y cm. Given that the area of the badge is 20 cm, show that the perimeter, P cm of the 

40 
badge is given by P= 2x+ 

-
xCin-

cm 

D 

6. (a) The table below shows how the dollar to Tanzania shillings (Tsh.) conversion rate changed 

during one day. 

Time (HRS) 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1000 1100 

$1 Tsh. 231 1 Tsh. 2362 Tsh. 2207 Tsh. 2199 Tsh. 2200 Tsh 2352 Tsh. 2301 

Clemence changed $500 into Tanzania shillings. Calculate how many more Tsh. did Clemence 

receive if he changed his money at the highest rate caupared to the lowest rate? 
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(a) The circulation time is the amount of time it takes for blood to fully circulate in a body. In 

mammals, the circulation time is directly proportional to the fourth root of the body mass of 

the animal. The circulation time for a 450 kg horse is 80 seconds. What is the body mass of a 

human whose circulation time is 50 seconds? Write your answer in the nearest whole number. 

7. (a) By selling 20 oranges for 124.2 shillings each, a trader makes a profit of 8%. What is his 

percentage gain or loss if he sells the same 20 oranges for 80.5 shillings each? 

(b) The following is atrial balance of SOCU Trading as at 31* December 2020. Prepare the trading 
and profit and loss accounts for the year 2020. 

Account DR CR 

Capital 41,500 
Machines 4,550 

5,520 Motor vehicle 

Stock 
Debtors 

24,970 
20,960 

Creditors 16,275 
Cash 755 

71,630 Purchase 
Sales 90,370 

Salarie 
Office expenses 

8,417 
1,370 
563 Discount allowed 

Drawings c 9,500 
148,235 148,235 

The following informations was available at 31s December 2020: 

Stock at 31 December 2020:27,340/= 
Office expenses owing: 110/ 
Depreciation be charged as: motor vehicle 20% and machines 10% 

8. (a) A company which is making 40 mobile phones each day for only five working days per week, 

plans to increase its production. The number of mobile phones produced is to be increased 

by 20 each week. Find the total number of mobile phones that will be made in the first 52 

weeks. 

of 5000 shillings first exceed 10,000 b) After how many complete years will a starting capit 
shillings if it grows at 6%% per annum? 

9. (a) From the top of a 200 meters high building, the angle of depression to the bottom ofa second 
building is 20 degrees. From the same point, the angle of elevation to the top of the second 

building is 10 degrees. Calculate the height of the second building.
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(6) The following diagram shows the position of the desks for mathematics examination in the 

three stydents' class. Which of the students are more likely to cheat by passing the pieces 
of papers to one another? Explain your answer 

92 cm 

33 M 

51cm 

10. (a) Two sides of a right-angled triangle differ by one. The longer side is 5 cm. Calculate the area 
of the triangle. 

(b) Solve the simultaneous equations Sx+4x-19 

4x=y-1 . 

SECTIONB (40 Marks) 
Answer all questions in this section 

11.(a) A punter stands on the edge of a circular racing track. With his binoculars he is following a 
horse that is galloping around the track at one revolution a minute. With the aid of a 
diagram, explain why the punter's binoculars are rotating at a constant rate of half a 
revolution per minute. 

(b) In the diagram 4OB and DOC are sectors ofa circle centre O. The angle AOB isx radians. The 

length of the arc AB is 40 cm and the radius OB is 16 cm. 

40 cm 

fad 

16 em- 

Find the value ofx 

(i) Find the area of a sector AOB 
(i) Given that the avea of a shaded region ABCD is 140 cm?, find the length of OC. 
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(c) The cumulative frequency diagram shows information abaout the time (minutes) taken by 
students to complete some homework. Use it to estimate: 

i) The median 
(ii) The number of students who took more than 50 minutes to complete the homework. 

120 

00 

S0- 

Cumulative 
o0 frequency 

40- 

20 

10 20 60 

Time (minutes) 
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12. () A ship starts at (40 s,30° #) and sails due west for 1000 km. Find its new latitude and 

longtude, use r =and R, = 6370 km. 

(6) A pipe made of metal 1 cm thick, has an external (outside) radius of 6 cm. Find the volume of 

metal used in making 4 m of pipe. Use n = 3.14. 

()A net of a solid is drawn on a 1 cm? grid as shown in the figure below. Write down the name 
of the solid made from this net and calculate the volume of this solid. 

13. (a) Solve the following system of lincar equations by using the inverse matrix method. 

0.5x-3y=9 
0.ly 2.8-0.5x 
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(b) The diagram below shows various transformations. Describe fully a single transformation that 

maps: 

) Triangle A ont triangle. 
(ii) Triangle A onto triangle C. 

Gii) Triangle A onto triangle D. 

(iv) Draw the image of triangle A after an enlargement by scale factor 2, centre (7, 3). 

14.(a) The function is defined by fx)=4x-12x+3. Express this function in the form of 

(ax +b)+c, where a, b and c are constants and a > 0. Write down the range of f(x). 

(b) A manufacturing company makes two types of television sets, one is black and white and the 
other is coloured. The company has resources to make atmost 60 sets a day for 5 working 

days in a week. It takes $1800 to make a black and white set and $2700 to make a coloured 

set. The company can spend not more than S648000 a week to make television sets. If it 

makes a profit of $510 per black and white set and $675 per coloured set, how many sets 
of each type should be produced so that the company has a maximum profit? 
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